
SEO
Checklist

FOR BEGINNERS



Use this SEO Checklist to start 
improving your SEO Strategy!
Let me just say this: there’s a lot going on in the world of 

SEO, and this, by no means, is an exhaustive checklist.

Rather, this is intended to give small business owners and 

lifestyle brands just like yourself an easy to follow 

starting point.

Start building your SEO foundation with these 13 

must-do items and build from there!

Also: note that SEO best practices are bound to change 

as technology evolves. Commit to staying up to date with 

your knowledge!

P.S. HUNGRY FOR MORE?
Check out my SEO & Grow! course for even 

more SEO goodness.



01#1: I have Google Analytics 
installed (+ a privacy policy)
Google Analytics is a tool that lets you track your website’s traffic. 

If you haven’t set Google Analytics up yet, definitely make this a 

priority so you can start collecting data now! 

Data should lead your overall SEO strategy, and it also allows you 

to find out whether or not your efforts are working.

Also make sure that you have a privacy policy that discloses this 

and more information about how Google uses user data. If you 

don’t, you are in violation of Google’s Terms of Service.

02#2: I have Google Search 
Console installed
The more data you collect, the more helpful Google Search 

Console will be. So install it today!

Google Search Console will help you understand how your website 

appears to users in search engines, and you can also use it to 

identify problems with your website. Which leads us to…



03#3: I’ve fixed Google Search 
Console errors that need fixing
Within Google Search Console, you can see if the tool has 

identified any errors or warnings. 

Not all errors and warnings are necessarily dire — but make sure 

you get the really problematic ones taken care of, because they 

could be costing you traffic to your website!

04#4: My website uses HTTPS
If you visit your website, in your browser’s URL bar, what do you 

see? Http or https? Up until relatively recently, most of the web ran 

on a regular http connection, as in, http://www.yoursite.com.

But there’s also https. It’s the encrypted version of http which 

makes the transfer of data more secure.

Since Google is pushing towards a more secure web, you need to 

make sure you have that “https” for your website. If you don’t - 

make it a priority to switch on over to the secure side! 



05#5: My content is as long as it 
can be
Typically, long-form content performs better. There’s some debate 

about how long long-form content actually is, but I’d consider 

anywhere from 1500+ words and over to be long-form.

Do make an effort to start making your content longer. Don’t add 

words just to hit a page count, though: just make sure everything 

you’re creating is in-depth and fully explores the topic.

06#6: I’m including links to other 
relevant content on my website
Links are what tell search engines how everything is connected. 

You want to make it easy for search engines like Google to 

understand how all of your content is related, and you can do this 

by including relevant internal links on your pages.

For example, let’s say you have two articles on your website: one 

article is about your famous fried chicken recipe and the other 

article shows readers how to make your grandma’s tried-and-true 

biscuits. Because both of these topics are related, you would want 

them to link to one another.



07#7: I’m including links to other 
websites, too
Similar to internal links, linking to other people’s websites can help 

build a strong web, too. So get in the habit of hyperlinking on your 

pages if you mention someone or something that has a website.

09#9: My content is relevant
We kinda mentioned this when we talked about links — but what 

we’re trying to do is create lots of content that is all connected to 

one another. Not only is this just a smart way to create content, it 

also makes it easier for you to become established as an authority 

on your topic!

08#8: I’m using headings
Use h2, h3, h4, h5, and h6 headings to break up your content. 

(There’s also an h1 tag, but that’s usually reserved for just the main 

title.) Using headings promotes better readability, which both 

search engines and real life users love!



10#10: My content falls into 3-8 
main categories

Neither people nor Google appreciate slow loading websites, and 

the most common culprit of a slow loading website is too many 

giant, unoptimized images!

Make sure your images are resized for web (don’t upload them 

directly out of your camera without resizing them first) + compress 

them to shrink the file size down to speed up your website.

Remember newspapers? Most newspapers have separate sections 

to help readers easily find what they’re looking for.  If I recall 

correctly, my home town’s news tribune had different sections: 

local news, national news, global news, the sports section, the 

classified ads, and (my favorite), the arts & entertainment section 

which had the comics and puzzles.  

Similarly, you should implement categories to help your content 

stay organized!

11#11: My images aren’t too big and 
are compressed



12#12: My alt text properly 
describes my image
No keyword stuffing allowed! The main puurpose of alt text is to 

help people using screen readers what is in our image, since they 

are unable to physically see it.

Make sure you are using your alt text properly: provide a short, 

descriptive line about what your image shows. Avoiding packing it 

with a long list of keywords.

13#13: My image has a smart, 
descriptive file name
Try to get in the habit of renaming your image files so they have 

more descriptive file names.

I know it’s easy to upload a photo with its original file name — 

usually something like IMG_123.jpg or something like that — but 

take the 10 seconds out of your day it takes to rename a file. It’s 

worth it!


